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Section 1: Overview
1. Area of concern
In a 21st century landscape, technology is becoming ever more prevalent in our daily lives. New
technology is being integrated into our society, while outdated technology has been cast aside by
governments and companies. Although technological advances spell an exciting time for
mankind, what about the Pioneer Generation who grew up in a vastly different landscape? While
children as young as five are savvy users of mobile devices and internet television, most elderlies
are struggling to communicate with their families and to have entertainment during the Circuit
Breaker. This discrepancy in technological skills has resulted in a clear generation gap, where
elderlies experience an inability to understand and connect with our generation.

This document proposes an online course for the elderly to aid them in utilizing these new
technological devices. The proposed course will teach them how to operate smartphones and
computers to enable them to navigate various apps and platforms to connect with the younger
generation.

2. Challenges identified
In light of the Government’s Smart Nation initiative and the pandemic, it is essential that the
elderly are able to utilize technology. In times of isolation, the ability to use technology becomes
quintessential in ensuring they do not get left behind and lose contact with friends and family.
However, the elderly population lacks avenues to learn more about technology, with their elderly
friends being equally lost and the younger generation lacking the time and patience or to teach
them. Therefore, setting up a course to improve their understanding of technology would help
improve their lives drastically.

3. Underlying problem

Referring to the graph, there is a significant difference in internet usage between the elderly (60

years and above) and the rest of the population. Although internet usage by the elderly is
gradually increasing, it is still very minimal. Thus, it is a clear issue that the elderly are not as
digitally connected to the world compared to the younger generation. This can be worrisome as
the elderly will not be able to contact their friends and family through technology.

“The divide (in terms of technological understanding) boils down to
low or lack of literacy among older folks. Compared to the young, they
are more likely to be daunted by a steep learning curve, and fear of
making mistakes”
~Tan Ern Ser, National University of Singapore sociologist. Via TODAYonline

Many elderly feel that it is too confusing to understand new technology and get discouraged by
the prospect of learning about it. Therefore, our goal is to educate them on technology and allow
them to better adapt and be more comfortable with the rise of technology. Since the majority of
senior citizens lack knowledge and exposure to digital technology, how might we equip them
with skills to use digital technology and allow them to interact with people in the digital world in
order to promote social integration and narrow the generation gap?

Section 2: Action plan
Initially, we wanted to carry out 10 face to face lessons at Bedok and Jurong CDAC centres
coupled with learning journeys for the elderly to provide experiential learning. However, due to
Covid-19 and the implementation of “circuit breaker” measures, we had to adapt our plans and
we decided to create 6 lesson videos which covered topics such as
a) Various apps and platforms suitable for elderlies to use for communication, entertainment
and convenience
b) Highlighting potential security and safety risks when utilising technology and how to

reduce them
c) Related the above to the Covid-19 circuit breaker

We have recorded down our plan of action in table form below.

Section 3: Project Outcome
1. Accomplishment
Due to Covid-19, we were not able to carry out classroom lessons, hence we collaborated with
CDAC and created a lesson package containing 6 lesson videos and 4 online consultations. We
received over 8000 views and garnered 10000 followers on our playlist. Besides the support we
received through the CDAC facebook page, our website and lesson package allowed for greater
public outreach and accentuation of our cause.

2. Reflections
We originally thought that the elderlies had no interest or were too stubborn to embrace new
technology. However, we learnt that they were actually eager to learn but were restricted by their
slow pace of learning. Hence, we learnt to empathise and understand the struggles many elderlies
face when trying to learn more about technology. As the younger generation , we should use our
knowledge on technology to empower the elderlies , by helping to guide them to be more
digitally inclusive. Through the project, we have also learnt many valuable skill sets such as
video editing and time management. In hindsight , we could have more lesson videos and
consultation sessions to ensure that we cover a greater range of topics if we were more efficient.
Therefore, we will work with the next batch of members to ensure that the project can replicate
our success and even bring the project to greater heights.

3. Scope of Impact
Community impact:
We made our lesson videos available for the general public, hence they were able to access our
lesson videos through our website and CDAC’s facebook page. This allows them to use our
materials to teach their own parents and elderly family members how to utilise technology,
especially in a time of social distancing whilst bridging the generational gap.

Community involvement:
Community involvement was not possible due to the measures put in place due to Covid-19,
hence the project was mainly carried out by the Project Cybersenior team members.

Resolution of AOC/UP :
Given that our area of concern was that there was a high percentage of elderly not knowing how
to use smartphones, we created our lesson package and collaborated with CDAC and PAYM to
increase the outreach of our project. CDAC published the videos onto their various platforms to
help reach out to more elderly and to ensure greater sustainability of our project, we allowed
PAYM to reproduce our videos to their liking.

